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ELEMENTARINESS OF A FINITE SET OF WORDS
IS co-NP-COMPLETE (*)
by Jean

NERAUD

(*)

Communicated by J.-E. PIN

Abstract. - We defîne the rank of a finite set of words X as the integer:
r(X) = min{\Y\:X£Y*\.
X is said elementary iff r{X) = \X\ oiherwise X is said simplifiable.
We show that deciding whether X is simplifiable and deciding whether r (X) is not greater than a
given integer are NP-complete and we consider different related problems.
Résumé. - On définit le rang d'un ensemble fini de mots X comme l'entier
r(X) = mm{\ Y\:X^ Y*}. X est dit élémentaire ssi r(X) = \X\, sinon X est dit simplifiable. On
montre que décider si X est simplifiable et décider si r {X) est majoré par un entier donné sont des
problèmes NP-complets, et on examine différents problèmes associés.

1. INTRODUCTION

A finite set of words X in a free monoid is simplifiable if there exists
another set of words Y of smaller cardinality such that every word of X can
be factorized into words of Y, i. e. such that X is included in the submonoid
Y* generated by Y. Otherwise X is elementary. Thus X1 — {a, abc, bca} is
simplifiable (take Y={a,bc}) and so is X2 = {aba,bba,abb,baa) (take
Y= {a, b}) but X3 = { a, abc, eba } is elementary.
Hère we prove the following:
THEOREM:

Deciding whether a given finite set of words is elementary is co-

NP-complete.

Historically the notion of elementariness applied to morphisms: a morphism
of the free monoid into inself is elementary if the image of the alphabet is
elementary (provided the images of two different letters are different). lts
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introduction reduced the famous DOL-sequence équivalence problem to the
case where the two morphisms were elementary, providing thus the major
step toward the gênerai solution (cf. [5] and [12]). In fact it captured the
notion of bounded balance of two morphisms used by former approaches
(cf. [4] and [14]), giving it a précise and understandable forai. As discussed
in [8] this is a beautiful illustration of how deep results usually entail as byproducts rich new concepts. Ever since, this notion has proved particularly
enlightning in numerous areas of combinatorics on words such as test sets,
code theory, représentation of formai languages etc. Let us just show why
simplifïability is an important notion of the theory of équations in free
monoids.
The theory is concerned with determining under which conditions certain
words, say x, y, z satisfy a fîxed non trivial equality such as xy=yz for
instance. The description of the solutions is impossible except in very special
case (cf. e.g., [9] Chap. IX) but it is possible to détermine the rank of an
équation i. e., the maximum number of "necessary" parameters for expressing
the solutions. A solution is cyclic iff x, y, z are powers of a common word.
In our example ail non cyclic solutions can be expressed using only the two
word parameters u and v:x=(uv)\ y = (uv)ju, z = (vu)\ There are actually two
different notions of rank. The first one is mentioned below and uses the
concept of codes. The second, particularly popular in the soviet literature is
related to the notion of simplifiability as it is discussed in the next paragraph.
However, these different approaches lead to the same integer and Makanin's
resuit on équations [10] yields an effective computation of the rank as was
shown in [11].
We now briefly comment our resuit. The deficit of a set X of words is the
integer:
d(X) = \X\-min{\Y\:Xç.

7*}

(1)

where \X\ dénotes the cardinality of X. Thus d(X1)=l, d(X2) = 2 and
d(X3) = 0 for the above defined subsets. Our theorem simply says that
Computing d(X) is co-NP-complete. The deficiency is very close to the notion
of defect introduced in the theory of codes (cf. [2]). Indeed, defme the rank
of a fînite set X as the cardinality r' (X) of the code generating the submonoid
X*. Then the defect of X is the integer:
d'(X)=\X\-r'(X)

(2)

In particular d'(Xx)= 1 and d' (X2) = d' (Jf3) = 0. It is well known that determining whether d' (X)>0 amounts to determining whether Xïs a code which
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can easily be achieved in time O (n2) where stands for the sum of the lengths
of the words of X using Sardinas and Paterson's algorithm. In [13], the
problem of Computing the base Y of the smallest free submonoid containing
X is resolved.
It is interesting to observe how the complexity dramatically changes when
passing from the first définition to the second and to compare our resuit
with the fact that under say reasonable distribution, the probability of being
elementary for a set whose cardinality is equal to the cardinality of the
alphabet tends to 1 when the sum of the lengths of the words in the set
tends to infinity.
The notion of simplifiability or its converse elementariness corresponds to
a well known concept in other théories. E.g. the rank of a fînite set of
vectors in a vector space is the direct analog of our notion of rank. Actually
we will observe that the set basis problem has a formulation in terms of
simplifiability.
We now shortly describe the contents of our paper.
Section 2 is concerned with the basic définitions used in our paper. The
terminology on free monoids is settled and different versions of factorizations
of a set of words are proposed. A standard NP-complete problem is stated:
the "vertex cover" which will be reduced to simplifiability.
Section 3 establishes the NP-completeness of what was introduced as the
strong factorization problem in the préliminaires. It is the basic step towards
the proof of our main resuit.
In section 4 we prove the main theorem and state the direct conséquence
that deciding whether the rank of a finite set of words is not greater than a
given integer is NP-complete.
As another conséquence, we prove in section 5 that elementariness is coNP-complete.
Some remarks in the commutative case are considered at the end of the
paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Free monoid
2 . 1 . 1 . Factorisation of a set of words

Given a finite alphabet A, we dénote by A* the free monoid it générâtes.
The éléments of A are letters, the éléments of A* are words, The subset of
non empty words is denoted by A+ : A+ — A* — { l } .
vol. 24, n° 5, 1990
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Given a word we A*, the following notations are standard: |w| is the
length of w, i. e. the number of occurrences of letters of A in w. The word of
length 0 is the emtpy word, denoted by 1. The word w is said primitive iff
w = xn=>x=l, The primitive root of w is the unique primitive word x such
that w = xn. For any arbitrary subsets X, Y s A* we dénote by XY their
(concaténation) product: XY={xyeA* :xeX,ye Y) and by X* the submonoid generated by X.
We dénote by \X\ the cardinality of X.
We say that X is prefix (resp. suffix) iff X O X A + = 0 (resp.
XC\A+ X= 0). A subset is biprefix iff it is prefix and suffix.
Given a word w fact(w) (resp. pref{w)) dénotes the set of every factors
(resp. préfixes) of w, L e. the words u such that weA*uA* (resp. wew^l*).
We set f act (X) = U /acf (w), and a//>/* (Jf) =f act {X)C\Am
w eX

Let X, Y ^ A* be two arbitrary subsets. Then JSf is factorizable on 7 iff
X^ 7*, /.£., iff every word of X can be factorized into words of Y. If w
belongs to X*, we dénote by \w\x the smallest integer p such that
w = wx. . . wp, where each wf belongs to X,
We need some précise notions of factorizations.
Let k be an integer belonging to [1,21 X\ - 1] and \et X ^ A*. We say that:
(1) X is k-strongly factorizable iff there exists a set Y such that: A ^ 7*,
| y|^fc and i n Y=0; (as a conséquence, words longer than all the words
of X can be removed from Y).
(2) X is k-simplifiable iff there exists a set Y such that: JT ç 7* and | 7| ^fc
(clearly this définition is usefull only if k<>\X\).
(3) X is simplifiable iff X is À>simplifïable, with fc= | X\ ~ 1.
The ranfc of Z i s the integer: r(Z) = min{ | Y\ : l ç 7*}.
2.1.2. ^4 biprefixity property
Given a finite subset Z ^ A*, we say that Z is biprefix primitive iff it
satisfies the two following properties:
— Z is biprefix.
— Every word in Z is primitive.
If X c A*, we dénotes by P[X\ the set of the primitive roots of X. Clearly
iPfZJl^lJ^I and X^ P[A]*. Moreover, as a direct conséquence of [3], we
claim that if X is not biprefix then there exists a biprefix set 7 such that
| 7 | ^ | X | a n d l ç 7*.
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Refering once again to [3], consider the séquence X^ZQ,ZX,
. . . where
>
Z 2 l + 1 = i [ Z 2 J and Z2i is the basis of the minimal unitary submonoid
containing Z Z ( _ 1 . Clearly £ | w | ^ £
\w\ thus there exists an integer n
weZ„

w e Z„ + i

such that Zn = Zn+1. Since the cardinality of Zt is decreasing and since
I ç Zf, we may state the following result:
PROPOSITION 2 . 1 : Le? X be a subset of A*. If X is factorizable on Y then
there exists a biprefix primitive set Z such that | Z | ^ | Y| <z«d X Ç Z*.

2.2. Basic results on NP-completeness
2 . 2 . 1 . 7V*e Vertex Cover and two ofits restrictions

We assume the reader familiar with the basic notions of NP-completeness
(cf [6] or [7]). We recall that the Vertex Cover problem (denoted by VC)
can be described in the following way:
Instance: Graph G = (V,E), positive integer k^\ V\;
Question: Is there a subset V ^ V with | V \^k such that for each edge
{oc, P} e E, at least one of ot and |3 belongs to V"!
Let VC± be the restriction of VC to the class of non oriented graphs (F,£),
without isolated vertices and such that the set of vertices F, and the set of
edges E satisfy | K | ^ | £ | .
In [7] the TVP-completeness of VC is proved by reducing the satisfiability
problem 3-SAT to it. This réduction actually assigns to every instance of
3-SAT an instance of VC which meets the condition | F|^|2s|, Le,, which is
in VCt. This proves that VCr is ATP-complete.
Now let VCr be the restriction of VCX to the class of the graphs (VyE)
such that | K| = |i?|. A simple linear réduction from VCX permits to state:
PROPOSITION

2.2: The problem VCr is NP-complete.

Proof: VCr is the intersection of VCX with the set of the graphs having
exactly as many edges as vertices. Thus VCreNP because it is the intersection
of a set in NP with a polynomially decidable set. To show that VCr is NPhard we establish that it is the linear réduction of VCX.
Réduction:

Let G = (VyE) be an instance of VCX. Set 5 = \E\-\

V\. Let A

and A' be two sets such that A, A\ V are pairwise disjoint, and | A j = | A' \ = 5.
Let a^a' be a bijective mapping: A -+A'. We set Er = E{J \J {a,a'} and
aeA

V=V{JA{JA'.
vol. 24, n° 5, 1990
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G' = (V,E) is an instance of VCr Moreover, constructing G' requires linear
time.
We can easily prove that G has a vertex cover K with \K\^k iff G' has a
vertex cover K with | K | g K+ 5. •
2.2.2. NP-ness of the different factorization problems
Let I b e a finite subset of A + and k an integer of [1,21 Jf | - 1].
We define the strong factorization problem SF (resp. the simplifiability
problem S) as follows:
Instance: (X,k);
Question: is X A:-strongly factorizable? (resp. is X fc-simplifiable?).
We dénote by So the restriction of S to instances (X, k) such that /r= | X\ - 1
and by RANK the problem:
Instance: (X,k);
Question: is the rank of X not greater than k?
PROPOSITION

2.4: The problems SF, S, So and RANK are in the class NP.

3. NP-COMPLETENESS OF THE STRONG FACTORIZATION PROBLEM

We dénote by 3-SF the restriction of SF to instances where all words have
length equal to 3. We prove here the major step towards our main resuit,
L e,:
PROPOSITION

3.1: The problem 3-SF is NP-complete.

Proof: We show that 3SF is JVP-hard by reducing VCr to it.
1. Réduction: Let (G,k) be an instance of VCr, where G is a graph (V,E)
and k an integer belonging to [l,|i?|—1], Let M = | F | = | £ t | , and set
A=V{JT, where Tis disjoint with Vand in one-one correspondence with E.
With every edge aP of E we associate the word a a p belonging to VTV,
such that:
(1) If ap and a' P' are two distinct edges of G then the corresponding
letters of T in the words a a P and a' a' P' are différent.
Let X be the subset of A3 thus obtained. Then X can be constructed in
polynomial time. Moreover, G has a vertex cover of cardinality of size k or
less iff X is (k + n)-strongly factorizable. Indeed:
2. Suppose G has a vertex cover K, of size k or less. Consider the edge

<xp.
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If a belongs to K then the corresponding word a a P is factorized as a (a P).
Otherwise it is factorized as (a a) p. According to (1), the factors of length 2
are distinct. Then X is factorizable on K1JB, where B ^ A2 and |-B| = «.
Consequently, Jfis (fcH-w)-strongly factorizable.
3. Suppose now that Xis (k + n)-strongly factorizable on Y.
Then X can be partitioned in two subsets X1 and X2 such that:
— if w belongs to X1 then w is factorizable as (a a) P or a (a P);
- if w belongs to X2 then w is factorizable as (a) (a) (P).
For /= 1,2 let Vt (resp. Tt) be the subset of V (resp. Y- V) whose éléments
appear in the factorization of some word in XL.
For each word w belonging to X2 let t be an arbitrary letter of w in V2
and let V2 be the set of letters thus chosen. Set K= VX\JV2.
It is a direct conséquence of (1) that:
| Tx | = | X11, | T2 | = | X21, and Tl9 T2, Vx U V2 are pairwise disjoint.
Then we have

Le.\K\£k.
M
As a corollary we have:
PROPOSITION

3.2: The problem SF is NP-complete.

4. NP-COMPLETENESS OF THE RANK

4 . 1 . The case where all the words have length 2

In the special case where I c i 2 , solving the factorization problem is
particularly simple: it can be easily seen to be polynomial.
4.1: Let A be a finite alphabet, and let X be a finite subset of
A , with alph(X) = A. Computing the rank of Xrequires time O(\X\2).
PROPOSITION

2

Proof: With every set I ç A2 we associate the graph G=(V,E) as follows:
The set of vertices is A. The edges are ail pairs (a,b) such that abeX. It is
known that determining the (finite) family of connected components of G
requires time O{\E\2) Le, O(\X\2) (cf. [1]).
Let (yuEt)ieI

be this family. Then r(X)="^m^n{\

Vi\>\Ei\}> a n d

iel

mining this integer requires time O(max {| V\, \E\}).
vol. 24, n° 5, 1990
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4.2. The gênerai case
We proceed to the-proof that simplifîability is TVP-complete.
THEOREM

4.2: The problem S is NP-complete.

Proof: To show that S is TVP-hard, we establish that it is the polynomial
réduction of 3-SF.
1. Réduction. Let (X,k) be an instance of 3-SF (| JSf| = «), and let A1 and
A2 be two disjoint alphabets in one-one correspondence with X. Set
2, = A1{J A2\J A. With every word w^abceX we associate the slice of four
words in S 3 :
Tw— { abc, abax,a2 bc, a2 ba1}

such that:
(1) axeAu
a2eA2
(2) if abc, a' b' c' are two distinct words of X then the corresponding letters
ax and a[, a2 and a'2 are pairwise different.
Clearly the subsets Tw are pairwise disjoint. Set: Z = U ^w* Constructing
Z requires linear time.
2. We shall verify that if X is £-strongly factorizable then Z is (& + 2?z)simplifiable. Indeed, if X is factorizable on Y where | Y\ = k, then every word
w = aZ)c G X is factorized in one of the following ways:
(c), and then:
Tw ç { ai, c, a2 b, ax }*

with ab9 c ç 7;

(3)

with a, bc ç F;

(4)

— w = (a) (èc)5 and then:
r w ç {o, Z?c, bal9 a2 }*
- w = (a) (6) (c), and then:

with ö, b, ce Y (a, b, c are not necessarily different).
In ail cases Z can be factorized on Y\J B where | B | = 2 n. Thus
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3. Before pro ving the converse of (2) let us establish the folio wing result:
LEMMA 4.3: IfZ is (k + 2n)-simplifiable then there exists a (k + 2n)-strong
factorization of Z such that every slice Tw is factorizable according to the

scheme (3), (4) or (5).

Proof: Assume Z ^ F* with | Y\^k + 2n. According to Proposition 2 , 1 ,
y can be supposed biprefix. For a given w = abceX^ Z, different factorizations may occur:
— suppose first w that belongs to Y. According to the biprefixity of Y,
we have Tw ç Y. (The proof is straighforward.) Note that no element of Tw
belongs to Z - Y. Then:
. if ci-a and c^b then the set {ab,c,aua2b} \J(Y—TW) is biprefix and
can be substituted to Y. lts cardinality is equal to \Y\.
. otherwise the biprefix set {a} U {b} U {c} \J {aua2} (J (Y~ Tw) can
be substituted to Y. Again its cardinality is | Y\ or less.
— According to these results, it can be assumed that Z is (& + 2/2)-strongly
factorizable on a biprefix set Y. The proof is completed by examining the
different ways of factorizing of each word weX, and by using again the
argument of biprefixity of 7. D
4. Now, it is a direct conséquence of Lemma 4.3 and claim (2) that X
is £-strongly factorizable o n F f l ^ * . B u t | 7 n ^ * | ^ | ï r | - 2 « ^ ) t .
•
As a conséquence we have the following result:
THEOREM 4.5: Given afinite set ofwords it is NP-complete to décide whether
its rank is not greater than a given integer r.

5. CO-NP-COMPLETENESS OF ELEMENTARINESS

We are now able to prove our main theorem.
5.1: Given afinite set ofwords X, deciding whether X is elementary
is co-NP-complete.
THEOREM

Proof: We show that the problem So is 7VP-hard by reducing S to it.
1. Réduction: Let (X,d) be an instance of S. Let n = \X\ and A~a\ph(X).
Let B be an alphabet such that A C\B=0 and |B\ = n-d- 1. Set k=\B\,
B={bli . . .,bk}, and X= [xl9 . . .,xn}. With every word XjGX we associate
the word Wj = Xjb{ . . .b{.
vol. 24, n° 5, 1990
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Let Z be the subset of (A U B)* thus obtained. Because constructing the
word Wj requires time O {nk\ constructing Z requires time O O*3).
2. Trivially, if r(X)^d, Z is simplifiable.
Before proving the converse, let us establish the following result:
LEMMA 5.2: Let T be a set ofwords wij = b\ b*2. . .bl satisfying the following
properties:
1.

O^iSJ^n.

2. T contains a word wtj with i>0.
3. IfWijÇT and wpj then i=p.
Then r{T) =

min{\T\,k).

Proof: Clearly r(T)£\T\. Assume r{T)<\T\ and let 7 be a biprefix
primitive set such that I ç T * and r(7) = | F | . We shall first prove that

{
Suppose (B—{b1})— Y^0; we can assume without loss of generality
that k = ma.x{m:bm$ Y). Necessarily, all the éléments of T need in their
factorization a word belonging to B*bk_1b£. Since r(T)<\ T\ there exists a
word >>e r n i ? * ^ - ! * * 1 " used to factorize two distinct words of T. By construction that means that I f i Y*yb£ ^0. Since Y is biprefix primitive, we
have bke F, a contradiction with bk$ Y. Hence B—br Ç Y.
Let Wij e T, with />0. We have wi}ebt {B-bJ* ^ K ^> and since Y is
biprefix primitive, we obtain b1 e Y. Thus B s Y and the result follows. D
3. Suppose Z is simplifiable. Let U be a biprefix set such that Z e U* and
With each word weZ, we associate two words y, t as follows:
— / is the longest suffix of w which belongs to U* C\ B*.
— If wt'1 eA*, we set y= 1 else y is the suffix of wt'1 which belongs to
U.
Let T, T' and Y be the sets of the words /, wC1 and y thus constructed.
We now define the sets Yti Zu Tt, T{9 Ui9 C/J (/= 1,2) as follows:
— Zx is the subset of Z whose corresponding words y belong to
A+bt(B-b1)+.
Let Z 2 = Z - Z X .
— Yi9 Tt and T[ are the subsets of F, T and T' corresponding to the
words of Z £ ( Ï = 1 , 2 ) .
— C/j (resp. LQ is the minimal subset of U such that Zf ç t/f (resp.
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By construction of Z, we have Yt H U2 = 0 . Hence:

Since | Z | - 1 ^ | C/|, we obtain: \Z1 \ + \Z2\-\ 1 Z | Z J | + | U2\, thus:
\U2\£\Z2\-\.

(1)

By construction, T2 satisfies hypothesis 1 and 3 of Lemma 5.2.
If 1 € Y2 then hypothesis 2 is triviaUy satisfied. In the other case, according
to (1) we have | Y2\<\Z2\, thus there exists two words w, w'eZ2 whose
corresponding words y, y'eY2 satisfy y~y'. By construction, one of the
corresponding words t, t'eT2 belongs to b± B* thus hypothesis 2 is satisfied.
As a conséquence we have r (T2) = min {| T2 |, k }.
Suppose we have r(T2)~\T2\<k.
Since if k=\ we have r{T^)~\—k. It
follows that k^2 and | Z 2 | = | r 2 | . Since U2 ç A*bf and U2^U2^ B+, we
have U2 DU'2 = 0, hence:
I U2 i ^ | U2 | + r (T2) = | U2 | + Z 2 1, which contradicts (1).
As a conséquence we obtain r(T2) = k. Therefore we have:
\V2\£\U2\-k.

(2)

For a given word j e Y— 1, let/? (y) be the longest prefix of y belonging to
A*.
We
have
X ç ( ( ^ U ü*2 ~ Y) U {/> 0 ) : ƒ e F})*,
and
since
But T' c ( ( t / ; - U'2)\J U'2)* thus r ( T ' ) ^ | £/;- IT2| + | U2 |.
If | T[ | ^ | I/i - U2 | then, since T' ç ( ^ U r2')*, we can substitute the set
T[ to t/i - C/2, hence we may assume that | U\ - (721 ^ | T^ |.
Consequently:
| +1 U2 \ = \ Zx \ +1 U21, hence according to (2):
1\

+ \U2\~-k=\Z\-\Z2\ + \U2\-ki and according to (1):
k—l—d, thus r(X)^d, which achieves the proof. •

Remarks: It is of interest to examine the connections with other similar
problems over commutative monoids and commutative idempotent monoids.
In fact, the "set basis problem" (cf. [6], Appendix A3) can be reformulated
in terms of monoids as:
Deciding whether afinite subset of the idempotent commutative free monoid
is simplifïable is NP-complete.
vol. 24, n° 5, 1990
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Denoting by C0> the extension of a problem 0* to the free commutative
monoids, the proofs of the non commutative case may be modified to obtain
the following result:
The problems CSF, CS, CRANK are NP-complete.
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